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Dear Fellow Members,
Do you love movies? I don't know how many movies I have
watched in my lifetime, but it surely equals the number of
books I have read. Whilst it is true that a song or a smell can
take us straight back to a moment in time, a line from a movie
can trigger a well of emotions both felt and imagined. In 1983
Yentl, a movie musical starring Barbra Streisand, hit the
movie theatres. Just the other day I watched it online once
again. The plot centres around a Jewish woman living in
eastern Europe in 1904. Her world forbids women to read
holy scriptures. She has studied the Talmud, the central text
of Rabbinic Judaism, with her father throughout her entire life.
When he dies she decides to dress like a man and go in search
of study/knowledge because the thought of not learning is
offensive to her very core. When finally able to read books in
public there is a beautiful line in one of Yentl's songs "I can
walk through the forests of the trees of knowledge and listen
to the lesson of the leaves".
I wish you wisdom, and the joy it brings.
I hope you enjoy this new format and all of the new features
included in Umbrella 75. Our readership has grown
exponentially in Scotland and England, and it is our intention
to continue adding value and variety to each issue.
And now, let us open the Umbrella!

Jen Butler
Editor
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SCOTTISH ASSOCIATION OF WRITERS NEWS UPD ATE
The Scottish Association of Writers is preparing for its two annual satellite competitions: Write Up North and Write Down
South with a view to supporting all of Scotland with writing and publishing opportunities, competitions and interesting
workshops. Write Up North will take place at the historical Town House in Inverness on the 17th of October. There will be a
poetry competition adjudicated by Anne Connelly and a short story competition adjudicated by Anne Downie. Workshops and
a delicious catered lunch will also be offered. This year's poetry competition will be the inaugural year for the James Muir
Poetry Competition Trophy and cash prize. Further details on the works of James Muir appear in this issue of the Umbrella.
Write Down South will take place in the beautiful County Buildings in Wigtown on the 31st of October. The poetry
competition, quite fittingly, is themed "Messages from Beyond" and the short story competition's theme is "Disguise". Sounds
like a fun challenge, doesn't it?
For more information please visit their website at http://www.sawriters.org.uk/ or see their Facebook page.
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FROM JAMES MCDONALD
Most artists crave for the spark of inspiration that can keep
the creative juices flowing. Wordsmiths can search through
a nation's lexicon, friends of nature can find it in the fields
or hedgerows, others find it looking at the works of contemporaries, which isn't a bad place to start. In this issue of
the Umbrella I'm highlighting the work of an internationally
acclaimed and award winning novelist, playwright, poet and
correspondent. One small clue - he always signed off his
letters with the same salutation "Love, Light and Peace".
With a career spanning more than fifty years, he had over
80 books published, but before I reveal the poet, let's read
a couple of his works.
Dog Lovers
So they bought you
and kept you In a
Very good home
Central heating
TV
A Deep freeze
A very good homeNo one to take you for
That lovely long runBut otherwise
'A very good home'
They fed you Pal and Chum
But not that lovely long run,
Until, mad with energy and boredom
You escaped- and run and run and run- under a car
Today they will cry for youTomorrow they will buy another dog.
Many poets have written about dogs, from Odysseus' relationship with his dog, Argos in Homer's Odyssey, to Robert
Burns' own dog Luath in his Poem "The Twa Dugs" right
through to Ted Hughes and his wonderful rhyming couplets
describing Rodger the Dog, But not many have described
the unconscious cruelty to mans best friend like my featured Poet. Was it a very good home?
The next piece "Unto Us" shines a spotlight on and deals
with the present day carefree attitude to life before career,
or should I say, career before life, society.
Unto Us...
Somewhere at sometime
They committed themselves to me
And so I was!
Small, but I WAS!
Tiny, in shape
Lusting to live
I hung in my pulsing cave
Soon they knew of me
My mother--my father.
I had no say in my being
I lived on trust
And love.
Tho' I couldn't think
Each part of me was saying
A silent 'Wait for me!'
I will bring you love.

I was taken
Blind, naked, Defenceless
By the hand of one
Whose good name
Was graven on a brass plate
In Wimpole street,
And dropped on the sterile floor
Of a foot operated plastic waste
Bucket.
There was no Queen's Council
To take my brief.
The cot I might have warmed
Stood in Harrods shop window.
When my passing was told
My father smiled.
No grief filled my empty space.
My death was celebrated
With tickets to see Danny La Rue
Who was pretending to be a woman
Like my Mother was.
This piece says all that can be said about the attitudes of the
carefree society. "Live for the now and we'll deal with the
consequences later" not a lot is said about the Mothers
thoughts but you can feel the "won't be" Father's relief as he
was told the news. It is said this poet suffered bouts of depression during his lifetime, with his bouts of depression
coinciding with him writing about the more serious side of
life. If that was true, is it any wonder. Writing from an
aborted child's point of view, being dumped on the sterile
floor of a foot operated plastic waste bucket, he seemed to
believe the worlds worries and responsibilities were his.
"Unto Us" compares with Seamus Heaney's, two pieces,
"Mid Term Break", which deals with the accidental death of
Heaney's younger brother, and "Limbo" a strong piece about
abortion in a religious Ireland. Both Hughes and Heaney
gained International acclaim for their thought-provoking
work but our featured poet won the love of a nation for
pieces like this.
On the Ning Nang Nong
On the Ning Nang Nong
Where the cows go Bong
And the Monkeys all go Boo
There's a Nong Nang Ning
Where the Trees go Ping
And the Tea pots Jibber Jabber Joo
On the Nong Ning Nang
All the mice go clang and you just can't catch them when
they do
So its ning nang nong cows go bong
Nong Nang Ning trees go ping
Ning Nong Nang mice go clang
What a noisy place to belong
Is the Ning Nang Ning Nang Nong
Not many people would have recognised our featured Poet,
Spike Milligan as the author of "Dog Lovers "or "Unto Us"
but "On the Ning Nang Nong" is instantly recognisable across
the globe.
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FEATURE - POET JAMES MUIR, THE LEGACY
“sunt lacrimae rerum et mentem mortalia tangunt." - "There are tears for things
and mortal things touch my mind." Aenid
Over the last few months I have had the honour of getting to know the family of
the late Scottish writer James Muir. His widow Olive, son Andrew and daughter
Olive have generously contacted the Scottish Association of Writers, and it has
been my good fortune to get involved in what will now be known as the James
Muir Prize for Poetry at the SAW's annual event Write Up North in Inverness. The
Muir family has kindly allowed me to publish some of his work from his Legacy I
and Legacy II poetry books in the Umbrella.
Perhaps the best way to begin the first of our three part feature James Muir - The
Legacy is to leave you with this beautiful line from his son Andrew's email to me "
“sunt lacrimae rerum et mentem mortalia tangunt." - "There are tears for things
and mortal things touch my mind." It is from the Aenid and comes when the
remains of Troy are seen by Aeneas. It was one of my dad's favourite lines in all of
literature and summed up perfectly his eternal themes of love, loss and
impermanence and yet with an acknowledgement of the 'awe' behind/
throughout existence."
Explorer in Extremis, by James Muir
I did not fear the northern wastes,
Their sheets of ice and drifts of snow;
I did not fear the sierra's heights,
But from their summits scorned below;
Not jungle deep or river uncrossed,
Not barren plains or burning sands;
Not isle unseen or sea uncharted,
Nor pathless ways of unknown lands.
I crossed them all with vision clear,
I crossed them all and felt no fear.
But I fear this dusk that steals
Into my urgeless mind;
Oh, I fear this dusk that seals
My eyes, and makes me blind.
When memory is cold,
And reflects no fire
From glories old,
When there is no desire
For adventures new,
No wish to tread
Where none have trod,
Then life is dead.
If this is dusk, this half-remembering of old delight,
This intrepid past's dismembering, then hasten, night.
Please watch for part two of our Feature Poet James Muir- The Legacy in Umbrella
76 October/November 2015.
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HIDDEN TREASURES - SCOTTISH LITERATURE
There are treasures in private collections
throughout our writing community. Private
publications, sometimes histories of families,
houses, events and communities which, if left on
shelves unshared, will leave us poorer for this
oversight. By pure chance I learned of a book of
poems and songs written by W.F. McHardy titled
Bonny Montrose. This is a love story between a
man and a landscape, a town, a heritage, a
people, a history. With permission from his
family, and with great respect and appreciation to
Bob McHardy, I have the honour of publishing
extracts from this book. This is the first in the
series of HIDDEN TREASURES - Scottish Literature,
highlighting work from authors who have yet to
be heard to the fullest extent. It is our great
honour to start with Bonnie Montrose by W.F.
McHardy, which will feature over the course of
three issues of the Umbrella. (visit
www.bonniemontrose.co.uk for further
information).
Bonnie Montrose - an Introduction
To the William McHardys I never knew, not
forgetting my grandfather, who left me the
original book from our past generations. Thank
you to my brother, who has managed to bring the
book back for everyone to enjoy once more... I
tried to explain the William McHardy history to
my son, and he simply said "Daddy, am I the real
Will McHardy?" I always love to come and visit
Montrose, with St. Cyrus being the place I have
come to love the most. The beautiful people,
places and sounds written about in the book,
have aged and grown over the annals of time.
Perhaps we have all moved on over the years, but

to visit Montrose is something everyone can come,
experience and enjoy.
Bonnie Montrose
On a sunny shore by the ocean wave,
Where the cool eastern breeze the riplets lave
And the lovely sands reach far, far along
In the sun's rays dance to the ocean song,
By the grassy Links like a carpet spread The hom eof the golfer, the daisy's bed There it stands, loved by all who comes and goes,
The Eden of Scotland - Bonnie Montrose
In the West End Park, on a summer's day,
Where the sweet-scented flowers bloom fresh and
gay,
And ivy clings to the old sea wall,
Like a phantom scene in a fairy's hall.
At the twilight even, in the golden west,
When the sunbeams gleam on the mountain crest,
No lovlier picture art could disclose
Than the sun's good-night to bonnie Montrose.
The home of our childhood and schoolboy days,
With glee all joined in their innocent plays;
A game at the bools, a kick at the ba'
Ye'd wonder hoo cheery the time slipp'd awa'
Some camsteerie loons wad kick up a shine,
Aff wi' their jackets, and stand up in line,
Spit in their hands, cry, "I'm ready, here goes"There's grit in the youth of bonnie Montrose.
Some leave the auld toon for lands far awa',
Like true-hearted Scotchmen to stand or to fa',
Born sons of freedom, and true to the core,
Brave on the ocean, and loved on the shore:
Yet though they may dwell under sunny skies,
Their land and adoption highly may prize,
When laid down to rest for a calm repose
They dream happy dreams of bonnie Montrose.
Excerpt of "Bonnie Montrose", used with permission.
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WRITER'S UMBRELLA 74 COMPETITION - A GROUP OF WRITERS
MEET UP - COMPETITION RESULT
Perhaps the most enjoyable part of being a member of a writing group is listening to each other's work. This is true for
many of us who attend open mic nights, writing conferences and spoken word events. When a group of writers meet up
anything goes! I was a guest speaker at a group meeting in Grangemouth last December where on the same night I was
audience to both When Bobby met Rudolph (a Christmas tale) and She wore leather (not really a Christmasey tale). So,
based on the experience of bringing a piece to read at a local writer's group, Competition 74 asked for writing that you
would share on a night with other writers.
Thank you for the 32 entries received! What a wonderful collage! It seems to be the theme for this issue of the
Umbrella, but, before I announce the winner of this competition I must mention the runner up entry. Jim Hyslop
submitted a wonderfully crafted poem titled "Fitba", which had some great play with language as well as a believable
lighthearted feel. Jim, I continue to be a fan of your work - keep it coming! However, this is an unusual and thoughtful
short piece, fitting the brief. It left me thinking of the scene, like a painting whose story we do not fully grasp, but are
intrigued by what we see. Congratulations go to Competition 74 winner Elizabeth McTaggart with her 234-word fictional
entry La Belle Image.
La Belle Image
She was a woman of what is often referred to as 'indeterminate age', but wouldn't see sixty-five again. Clearly her
emotions and her mind had not kept pace with the collapsing elasticity of her skin, and on this grey day, in the city, she
appeared as a vision in pale cream and white. The 'young look' long jacket and trouser suit was pale cream trimmed with
white, her hair was white blond and piled like a large whorl of cream on top of an ageing tanned face. Her body was
attempting to remain close to the perpendicular despite pavements which were uneven and heels which were too high.
Approaching a little pavement restaurant, she resembled one of those meringue and cream creations which look good in
the recipe books, but which the hostess has grave doubts will ever reach the table in one piece. She made her tottering
way into the restaurant, gazed over its occupants, and made her way out again without anyone being able to establish
why she had come. Even from the other side of the restaurant, heavy orange make up and brown tinted lips were
obvious. Close up, her facial expression was one of constant surprise, wide eyed, astonished. As she teetered off and the
door closed behind her, the restaurant's clientele, mostly women, were quieter and in thoughtful mood. It seemed like
resolutions were being formulated.
Thanks to this fine writer for her entry. A crisp £5 note will be on its way to you shortly.
Ed.

WRITER'S UMBRELLA 75 COMPETITION
I've wrestled with this theme. With October approaching,
Halloween (31st October), November 1st (the Day of the
Dead in many cultures) and other such spooky things, it is
rather customary to have a think on the calendar and
theme competitions accordingly. However, perhaps we
could "tweak" the rules a bit. Let us put aside fantastical
stories of ghosts, zombies, pumpkins, witches and black
cats.
The theme for Competition 75 therefore is Strange Family
Stories. Is there a story that has crossed generations in
your family? Did grandad bring home a woman who
disappeared? Has Aunt Mary seen an apparition in the
graveyard? Did your wife go to a spiritualist who "knew
all"? Does your sister own a haunted boarding house?

Has one of your cousins seen a body mysteriously being
buried in a park at night? Have you ever felt followed
home? Have you woken up to find things aren't as they
should be? And remember, this is fiction (is it?), so
embellishment is encouraged. Lengths for prose and
poetry rules apply as usual (500 words or 20 lines). There
is no entrance fee for members and the prize for each
competition is £5 and publication.
Send to: Jen Butler, 16 Norval Place, Rosyth KY11 2RJ or
email to editor.writersumbrella@gmail.com
Please will you send competition entries by e-mail if at all
possible. If you don't have access to the Internet, sending
by hard copy will not disadvantage you.
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SUBMITTED WRITING BY WRITERS UMBRELLA ME MBERS
Our August / September submission is from fellow member
Grace Murray from Forfar. Thank you so much for
submitting this for publication.
In Lovers' Cove
Spring, 1944
Margo slipped out of her room in the nurses' home and
crept along the corridor, ears pricked for the swish of Sister
Tutor's skirts. She risked a scolding; nurses on night shift
were supposed to rest, not sneak out to meet their lovers.
She reached the front door safely and stepped out into the
glorious spring afternoon. Oh, the sun was shining, the tang
of the sea was in the air and she was going to meet Tom;
surely she was the luckiest girl in the universe!
The hospital gardener leaned on his hoe in the middle of
the tulip bed to smile and wink as she passed. Everyone
loved pretty Nurse Carmichael - and wasn't she getting
married to one of the pilots along at the air base any day
now? Good luck to them.
Tom was waiting on the cliff path. They embraced then
scrambled down through the gorse bushes to their own
private cove. The young airman had brought a picnic - ham
rolls, Empire biscuits and a rare banana to share, all washed
down with local cider. As they ate, they watched the surge
of the sea on the shingle and laughed to see that every
seventh wave really did seem bigger. They laughed too at
the antics of the seagulls swooping for their crusts. In fact,
they laughed at everything and nothing, for who does not
when they are nineteen and in love?
Hunger satisfied, they lay together on Margo's travelling
rug and kissed till they were both breathless with desire. It
was Tom who rolled away saying,
"No - we promised to wait, sweetheart, and we have done

so well; only twenty-four hours to go. This time
tomorrow ..."
But a grey goose walked over Margo's grave and she
whispered, "What if tomorrow never comes?"
"Of course it will. Everything is ready at my end - padre
primed, chapel decorated and my seventy-two hour leave
confirmed."
"Mine too," Margo agreed then gasped when she glanced
at her watch. "I'm on duty in half an hour!" They raced up
the cliff path and parted with a last embrace at the hospital
gate. Sister Tutor spotted them and smiled; young love!
Spring, 2015
The young couple scrambled down through the gorse to
'their' secret cove and halted in dismay to fine it already
occupied by an ancient lady with silver hair streaming in the
wind. She was pouring tea and talking animatedly to an
invisible companion.
"Good grief - who's that!" the boy exclaimed.
"Oh, it's only Mad Margo - she must have escaped from
Beechwood, the old peoples' home, again."
"Mad Margo?"
"She was a nurse here during the war. Her fiance was a pilot
in the air station along the coast. He died on the eve of their
wedding - shot down in a dog-fight. He was take into her
ward with such terrible burns that she went stark staring
mad and never recovered."
"Poor lady. Let's text Beechwood to fetch her home."
Thanks to this fine writer for his most interesting
contribution. Contributions are always welcomed, and we
will print the best in each Umbrella edition.
Ed.

SOUTH OF THE BORDER
A new feature with information on events for our members in England by Pamela Mann Welcome!!

Get Writing!
If you’re coming South of the border down Watford way, don’t miss a great writers’ conference.
Now in its eighth year, Verulam Writers’ Circle St Albans Hertfordshire’s annual conference shouldn’t be missed!
Called Get Writing!, this one day event will, once again, bring together some of the country’s finest writing and publishing
professionals.
Do come and join us for a day of creative inspiration on:
Saturday, September 26th at
West Herts College, Hertfordshire
From 9am to 5.30pm
Whether you’re already published or just starting out, it doesn’t matter. If you’re serious about writing, you’ll fit right in.
Just go to: www.verulamwriterscircle.org.uk to read all about it. We’re only 20 minutes from London, so why not make a
weekend of it? You will be welcomed warmly.
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WRITING WORKSHOPS, COMPETITIONS & INFORMATION
It is becoming the norm for details of writing competitions and opportunities to be published on a website. If you are not on
the Internet, most libraries will show you how to find the information on the public machines. This however is not
particularly helpful to you if you find getting access to a library difficult.
As a service, the Writers' Umbrella will send any postal member a printout of the details of any competition or opportunity
that is of interest.
Contact: Jen Butler, 16 Norval Place, Rosyth KY11 2RJ or editor.writersumbrella@gmail.com











MJM Ink (Michael Malone) - is an editorial and
mentoring service for authors at all stages of their
careers. I offer a Big Picture Edit and/or a mentoring
service that can take you from the flowering of the
idea right through till the moment you press print.
For full details people should go to the website https://mjmink.wordpress.com/ - and have a good
root around. Happy to answer any queries.
Bloody Scotland - If you have been published as a
crime writer, Bloody Scotland is offering a cracker of
an opportunity! They are offering slots to be
showcased in the International Festival of Crime
Writing in September. You would be able to read
from your work and speak on stage. Please go to
their website to fill out the application form, and for
all the details. https://www.bloodyscotland.com/
crime-in-the-spotlight/
West Lothian Writers - This is a great webpage
which I can wholeheartedly recommend full of
competition ideas, links and competition details for
writers all the way up to November 2015. The scope
is outstanding and the information is exhaustive.
They also have a page listing publications accepting
continuous submissions. Visit the West Lothian
Writers: http://www.westlothianwriters.org.uk/
New Writing Scotland 34 - Now accepting
submissions for any genre (up to about 3,500 words)
for publication in their next published work
compilation. Deadline for submissions is 30th
September 2015. Publication will be in summer
2016. Please visit their website for further
information: http://asls.arts.gla.ac.uk/
NWSsubs.html. Entries accepted by post only to the
following address: ASLS, Department of Scottish
Literature, 7 University Gardens, University of
Glasgow, Glasgow G12 8QH
New Writers Awards 2016 are now open for
applications - Anyone over the age of 18 can apply,
with no upper age limit. Three categories for the
awards: Fiction and Non-fiction in English and
Scots / Poetry in English and Scots / Children's and
Young Adult fiction in English and Scots. Awardees
receive £2,000, possible mentoring and training and
the opportunity to pitch their work to agents and
publishers. Please visit: http://
www.scottishbooktrust.com/writing/scottish-booktrust-training-awards/new-writers-awards





The Power of Creative Collaboration:
Friday 11 September 2015, 12.30 - 4.30pm
Wigtown County Buildings
Wigtown, Newton Stewart DG8 9JH
In association with Wigtown Festival Company
Are you a writer or visual artist based in or around
Dumfries & Galloway? Join poet Ken Cockburn and
artist Brigid Collins as they talk about the role that
collaboration plays in their work and network with
likeminded creatives.
Cost: £5 Further information and details of how to
book at http://www.nawe.co.uk/DB/events/thepower-of-creative-collaboration-dumfries-andgalloway.html
The Power of Creative Collaboration:
Wednesday 23 September 2015, 5.30 – 8.30pm
Mac-Arts, Bridge Street, Galashiels, TD1 1SP
In association with CABN (Creative Arts Business
Network)
Are you a creative arts practitioner or organisation
based in or around the Scottish Borders? Join poet
Ken Cockburn and choreographer Claire Pencak as
they talk about their experiences of collaborating
and network with likeminded creatives.
Cost: £5 Further information and details of how to
book available at
www.cabn.info/events-talks/power-ofcollaboration.html

POETRY ONLY
 The National Poetry Competition - The Poetry



Society’s annual National Poetry Competition is for
previously unpublished single poems and has a first
prize of £5,000. The competition deadline is on 31
October each year. Now open for entries! For more
details visit their website: http://
poetrysociety.org.uk/competitions/national-poetrycompetition/
Elbow Room Inaugural Competition - With
categories in Poetry, Prose and Visual Arts we are
inviting submissions from writers and artists from
across the arts.
Entry Fee: £10 for up to three poems. Contact: All
the details and guidelines for entering can be found
on www.elbow-room.org/competition
(Continued on page 8)
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(Continued from page 7)




Armbit, a quarterly publication, covering poetry, art,
reviews and short stories welcomes unsolicited
poetry. Details: www.ambitmagazine.co.uk
Torbay Open Poetry Competition 2015 - Poem
Length: In English, typed and up to 50 lines. Prizes:
1st prize: £700 plus a weekend's accommodation and
Festival Pass for the Torbay Festival of Poetry 22nd 26th October 2015, 2nd Prize £400 plus a Festival
Pass to the Torbay Festival of Poetry, 3rd Prize: £200
plus a ticket for two to the Festival Supper, Saturday
24th October 2015. Poetry books/ subscription to
Acumen Literary Journal. Postal entries accepted.
For more information visit: http://
www.torbaypoetryfestival.co.uk/competition.html

SCREEN WRITING / DRAMA WORKSHOPS,
COMPETITIONS & INFORMATION
 Scottish Screenwriters -





scottishscreenwriters.co.uk - Monthly meetings,
workshops, table readings and networking £3 per
event for visitors . From their website: If you are
interested in participating in the workshop as a
writer, actor or director, please check out the
guidelines document, on our
website:www.scottishscreenwriters.co.uk.
www.theatrecloud.com - We are funded by Arts
Council England to tour high quality text based
drama to large scale regional venues in the UK. All
our productions tour with creative learning projects
and this particular WRITING CHALLENGE has been
set up to accompany our tour of Aldous Huxley’s
BRAVE NEW WORLD adapted by award winning
writer DAWN KING. Simply speaking the challenge is
to WRITE A SHORT FINAL SCENE FOR “BRAVE NEW
WORLD” of no more than 5 minutes playing time.
All submissions have the opportunity to win a fun
filled ALL DAY FREE WRITERS WORKSHOP with Nigel
Planer and Dawn King which will take place in
Birmingham in early 2016. PLUS you win the
opportunity of having your BRAVE NEW ENDING
given a rehearsed reading on stage by the actors of
‘Brave New World’ at one of our theatres on tour.
All submissions, winning or not will be published on
the website. Please visit : http://theatrecloud.com/
get-involved/creativeprojects/writing-challenge-can
-you-pen-a-brave-new-ending
BBC Playwright Competition Opens again in
October 2015 - There are two first prizes - the best
radio play by a writer with English as their first
language and the best by a writer with English as
their second language. The overall winners will each
receive £2000 and a trip to London to see their play
being recorded for broadcast on BBC World Service.





Get the rules, and start writing for submission in
October 2015. http://www.bbc.co.uk
Theatre Script Readers If you have written a script
for theatre, radio, film or television you are invited
to submit it to Theatre Script Readers for
consideration for one of the organisation's monthly
rehearsed readings. Submit potential scripts via the
website: www.thescriptreaders.co.uk
Playwrights Studio call all scriptwriters resident in
Scotland who are looking to develop their career
with a specific project are invited to apply for up to
£3,250 writers project support from the
Playwrights' studio. Details: http://writers/
playwrightsstudio

CRIME, SCIENCE FICTION, FANTASY AND HORROR
COMPETITIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES
 Hodderscape is now accepting submissions - but







hurry! - From their website: "Beginning 12 am on
the dot, GMT, of 3 August 2015 we will be accepting
open submssions for new, hitherto unpublished
novels. Please expect to send us a full synopsis of
two or three pages, and the first three chapters of
your manuscript. We’ll be looking for exciting new
voices in science fiction, fantasy and horror.
Submissions will close on Sunday 16 August at 11.59
pm GMT exactly." For more information please visit
their website: http://hodderscape.co.uk/opensubmissions/
TKNC Open Submissions - Wordpress: Crime,
Thriller and Horror stories of max words 1,000.
This site does not pay you for your stories, but it will
publish the ones they find suitable, interesting and
marketable online. They post a story per week,
reaching potential agents, publishers and expert
eyes. Get your story "out there". For details on
how to submit your work, visit:
tknc.wordpress.com/submission-guidelines
Writers’ Forum Short Story Competition. All types
of stories are accepted, from horror to romance,
with a length of between 1,000 and 3,000
words. Closing: Monthly. Entries arriving too late
for one comp go into the next. Prizes: £300, £150,
£100 in each issue. Entry Fee: £6, or £3 for
subscribers to the magazine. Critique - £5 (enclose
sae if entering by post). For all rules: http://
www.writers-forum.com/storycomp.html
East of the Web - Website devoted to short fiction.
The company is due to launch new imprints for
horror, mystery and science fiction. Details
www.eastoftheweb.com/short-stories/
publishing.html
(Continued on page 9)
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PUBLISHING OPPORTUNITIES
 Urbane Publications - From their website: "Urbane











Publications offers you all the high quality support
of a traditional publisher, but gives you the creative
input, shared goals and role in the decision making
that you deserve as an author." They are a Scottish
Publisher who are currently accepting manuscripts /
book proposals. Please visit their website http://
urbanepublications.com/getpublished/ or email:
matthew@urbanepublications.com
Fledgling Press - An independent publisher in
Edinburgh. Submissions - All authors are asked to
send in a sample 3 chapters and a synopsis of your
book, preferably to email to:
submissions@fledglingpress.co.uk. For general
information on submitting work, please visit
website: http://www.fledglingpress.co.uk/
submissions/
Ringwood Publishing - An independent Scottish
publisher. From their website: Dedicated to
publishing quality works of Scottish fiction and nonfiction around the key national themes of politics,
football, religion, money, sex and crime. Currently
accepting submissions. Please visit their website
for further information: http://
ringwoodpublishing.com/
Two Ravens Press - From their website: Now open
to submissions, non-fiction and fiction, with the
theme of Ecoliterature – both prose, essays and eco
-poetry centred on environmental writing,
wilderness, ecology, nature, and landscape.
Complete manuscripts only please either by e
mail info@tworavenspress.com or hard copies to:
Two Ravens Press, 1 Fivepenny, Port of Ness, Isle of
Lewis, HS2 0XG
Fort Publishing, based in Ayr publishes non-fiction
books on crime, sport, history and local interest.
Send two sample chapters and synopsis by post or
the complete manuscript by email. Details James
McCarroll, Fort Publishing Ltd., Old Belmont House,
12 Robsland Ave, Ayr KA7 2RW. Website: http://
fortpublishing.co.uk
Luath Press is an Edinburgh based independent
press committed to publishing new and innovative
books, most of which have a Scottish connection.
Luath publishes a wide variety of fiction and nonfiction including literary, historical and crime fiction,
lifestyle titles, books of historical interest and titles
on political and current issues. Send a 250 word
synopsis, sample chapters and a brief biography by
post.
Details: Luath Press Ltd.
543/2 Castlehill, The Royal Mile
Edinburgh, EH1 2ND
www.luath.co.uk



The Fiction Desk is a small press specialising in
anthologies about people and places. Submit stories
2,000 – 20,000 words. Payment £15 per 1,000
words. Website: www.thefictiondesk.com

MAGAZINE OPPORTUNITIES
When considering sending material to a magazine for
publication it is strongly recommended that writers
read several copies of the magazine first, to familiarise
themselves with the publication's style and policies.
Check websites for submission guidelines.
Magazines accepting articles from freelance writers:
 Highlights Magazine - An American magazine
accepting international submissions. Highlights is a
general interest, advertising-free magazine for
children. Currently accepting submissions by post
only. They accept material at any time of year,
including seasonal. Send submissions to:
Manuscript Coordinator, Highlights for Children,
803 Church Street, Honesdale, PA 18431. Please
visit their website for further information:
www.highlights.com/contributor-guidelines.
 Bizarre. John Brown Publishing, The New
Boathouse, 136-142 Bramley Road, London W10
6SR, UK. Monthly magazine seeking amazing stories
and images from around the world. Payment: £120
per 1000 words.
 Bella. H. Bauer Publishing, Shirley House, 25-27
Camden Road, London NW1 9LL, UK. A women’s
magazine specialising in true-life tales and features.
Payment for fiction: £300 per 1000 words.
 Woman’s Weekly. IPC Magazines Ltd, King’s Reach
Tower, Stamford Street, London SE1 9LS, UK. A
weekly women’s true-life magazine seeking features
and stories with an uplifting theme. Payment: £250
per 1000 words.
 Bitten is a new bimonthly food magazine and
welcomes freelance contributions. Details:
editorial@getbitten.co.uk.

OPORTUNITIES FOR NOVEL WRITERS
Here at the Umbrella we try to provide help and
encouragement for all our writers. Poets, short story
writers, letter writers and those who like articles all get
a voice. What about the poor novelist? We would like
to invite all our readers who write book length fiction or
non-fiction to submit the first 1,000 words of their book
or novel, which we will publish as an appendix.
In addition, if you submit your work by email, we would
be happy to attach it to our up-and-coming Facebook
page. If this would be agreeable to you, by all means
state it when you get in touch.
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UNDER THE UMBRELLA...
The Writers Umbrella invites you to seek out a writing club in your area. They are wonderful places where you could meet very
interesting people, have a captive audience for your work, attend workshops and socialise, to name but a few benefits. Very
often clubs have postal membership as well, so you can remain connected. Starting with this edition you will find the names and
addresses of local writing clubs with contact details. The aim is to cover all the clubs in Scotland. If you are the member of a
writing club which is open to new members and would like this to be known, don't hesitate to contact the Editor at the Writers
Umbrella, 16 Norval Place, Rosyth KY11 2RJ

 Angus Writers Circle - Meet at The Rosely Country House
Hotel, Forfar Road, Arbroath, Angus, DD11 3RB. 1st & 3rd
Wednesday of each month. For further information
contact Sandra Ireland at irelandsl_22@yahoo.co.uk or
visit their website at http://www.anguswriterscircle.co.uk/

 Caithness Writers - Meet at the Wick Assembly Rooms at
the Community Centre, Sinclair Terrace, Wick, KW1 5AB.
Monday, fortnightly. For further information contact
Catherine Byrne at catherinbyrne@aol.com

 Largs Writers Group - Meet at the Masonic Hall on Frazer
Street, Largs, weekly on a Monday morning. For further
information please email largswriters@gmail.com or visit
their website http://www.largswriters.co.uk/?
page_id=117

 Erskine Writers - Meet at Bargarran Community Centre,
Bargarran Square, Erskine, PA8 6BS every Tuesday
afternoon. For information please visit their website at
http://www.erskinewriters-uk.blogspot.com/

*Please note that some of these clubs may have closed for the summer, though will probably resume soon. Best to visit their
website to get further information.

A GREAT READ ...
Tell us your favourite book of the moment or
even better give us your latest top three great
reads.
We want to know about you, your preferences in
literary fiction, escapism or return to the joys of
yesteryear. It is all very interesting.
Ed.
The Strings of Murder by Oscar de Muriel
Oscar de Muriel is a Mexican author who now
lives in England, but has written a murder
mystery a lá Sherlock Holmes which takes place
in Edinburgh. International, huh? I picked it up
because it was in the Amazon "three titles for
£10" sale. It was fabulous! From Amazon's
website: "Edinburgh, 1888. A violinist is
murdered in his home. The dead virtuoso's maid
swears she heard three musicians playing in the
night. But with only one body in the locked
practice room - and no way in or out - the case
makes no sense." This was a page turner! If you
like Sherlock Holmes, you'll love this gifted new
author.

FIRST DRAFT
This is an editorial and comment service for members.
First Draft offers the services of experienced
professional writers to give your manuscript the onceover for typos and errors plus advice on plot lines,
character development, beginnings and endings.
This service is absolutely free to members of the
Club. However in the case of novels please send just
one chapter and the synopsis first. If you like what we
do, we will then look at the whole manuscript.
Manuscripts should be sent to:
Jen Butler
16 Norval Place
Rosyth KY11 2RJ
or email to: editor.writersumbrella@gmail.com
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LOCAL GROUPS...
A LITTLE EXCITEMENT - with Kirstin Zhang
My friend Kirstin Zhang needs no introduction. Her short
story The Shrine won first place at Harper's Bazaar short
story competition in April 2015. Her writing has been
described as gracious and precise, with her story being
unanimously selected by a panel of distinguished authors.
In addition, her story The Enemy Within won first place in
The Scotsman's and Orange short story awards in June of
this year, beating 1,300 other entries. Needless to say, she
is having an amazing year. Along with these amazing
accomplishments, Kirstin is the Writer in Residence at
Kilmacolm's Creative Communities Project. More details
about this fantastic project can be found at
www.creativekilmacolm.org.
The Writers' Umbrella has teamed up with Kirstin to
sponsor a writing competition - details of which will be
published in the next Umbrella edition, with the results
printed in our December/January edition.
It is our hope to encourage local clubs and publications by
sponsoring their enthusiasm for the writing craft. Watch
this space for further activities / projects and ongoing
exciting future for the Writers' Umbrella.
THE WRITE ANGLE PUBLICATION - Competition Results
Writers Umbrella 74 sponsored The Write Angle's
competition which ended on the 30th of June. Many
entries were received and read with much delight! The
topics for both fiction and poetry could not have been
more varied. These included murder, wolf hunting, gastric
band surgery, sex, a couple beaches, a lot of romantic love,
a silver wedding, a good luck charm, one pregnancy, 2
grandparents - one well and one in hospital and a rape,
amongst others. What can I say? Is there anything better
than being a writer? Is there anything more glorious than
emptying one's mind on a sheet of paper (or on a blank
screen)?
The vast array of entries were narrowed down to one
worthy winner. However, I would like to say a few words
about two pieces which were so good, so, so good. Firstly I
commend Lesley Hendry for her piece A Radical Procedure.
This was almost written as a humourous article about a
patient having a gastric band procedure. With just a few
minor recommendations for editing I would suggest that
you send this piece for consideration for publication to Ms
Lexia, or perhaps The People's Friend. It's so timely and
well written, and I was completely entertained. The second
runner up is Machine Head, a poem by Steven McCrystal.
My blood was pumping with every descriptive word. My
head swirled with your almost sexual description of the
machination with outpours of power and hate, and I felt its
rhythmic strength throughout. Your active voice, action
words and metaphors were great. I commend you for a

well crafted poem which I only felt needed some
clarification. Clarify your goal and the "who or what" so
that we can direct the emotions you produce in us with
your fine writing.
So, on to the winner. This is a soft poem, well crafted, with
a lovely use of language. We understand the subtle
descriptions well, and the poet is confident in syncope and
mood. Thank you for your fine entry, and congratulations
go to Frances Ainslie for her poem Sea Dreaming.
Sea Dreaming
They roll in on a sly tide
Spreckelt seals, sausage plump.
They spit, hiss and sizzle,
slumped upon sun-dappled rock.
Picnic crumb dusted, we sprawl,
in a drone of green-scented summer.
Kilted in marram and sea kale,
drowsy with their velvet lullaby.
A soft, grey haar creeps in.
The island sleeps, sequin trimmed.
Silken, they rise to walk among us.
Skins abandoned in moonlit furrows.
Only I know them.
At dawn, my mither by the sink,
tilts her head, sensing a summer squall
Sea colours reflected in her eyes.
Details of Write Angle's current competition, open to
everyone, are as follows:
This competition is free to enter and the topic for this
coming competition should have some take on
Halloween. This can be scary or funny, quite literal /
profound / spooky or "out there". The competition is
for a poem, 20 lines or less or a fictional tale, 500 words
maximum. The winner will have his/her winning piece
published in both The Write Angle and the Writers
Umbrella October / November issue, as well as receiving
£25 cash.
Please send entries to: Jen Butler, 16 Norval Place, Rosyth
KY11 2RJ or email to: editor.writersumbrella@gmail.com
DEADLINE: 12th September 2015
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The Writers' Umbrella is privileged to promote and highlight the accomplishments of Scottish
authors and their fine work.
Lorraine Johnston - Lorraine is a children's author who has penned "Later Tartan Gator",
now on sale at Waterstone's in Ayr!
The story takes place in New Orleans where a visiting Scottish tourist feeds haggis to an
alligator, turning him tartan! Please visit this link: http://www.underthetartansky.scot/podcast
-episodes/2015/7/27/utts-006-later-tartan-gator-a-new-orleans-tale to listen to the podcast of
her interview, as she says, "from across the pond" and for further information on Lorraine's
journey as a writer. Lorraine is a member of the Largs Writers Group and has been
instrumental in many other writing events and associations. Congratulations Lorraine for
another wonderful achievement!
Philip Paris - Philip is about to achieve a lifetime’s ambition with the production of his first
ever stage play, Casting Off. When a Highland care home raises its fees, residents Dorothy,
Joan and Miss Ross devise an ingenious way to make money … with hilarious results. The play
is a comedy but it’s also about friendship, sacrifice, loneliness and how reaching out to
strangers can completely change your life. Casting Off will be performed during October:
Friday 2nd
Dornoch Social Club
Saturday 3rd
Nairn Community & Arts Centre
Friday 9th
Florians Theatre, Inverness
th
Saturday 10
Carnegie Hall, Portmahomack
Doors open at 7.00 pm. Performances start at 7.30 pm. Tickets £10 at door. Age 14+. The
play will last around 70 minutes depending on laughter!

FOOD FOR THOUGHT - THE SHOULDERS OF GIANTS
CBE author and playwright Enid Bagnold penned National Velvet in 1935 amongst other lesser known titles. Whilst this fine
equine story is her claim to fame, her career spanned decades beginning in the 1920's covering several genres (The Happy
Foreigner - writing about her experiences as a driver. A Diary Without Dates - writing about her experiences in a hospital).
She is also quite well known as an intellectual and a fascinating woman. With contemporaries such as George Orwell, Virginia Woolf and Dorothy Sayers, the one thing that strikes me is that she was woman of her time. She died in 1981 at the
age of 92.





The theatre is a gross art, built in sweeps and over-emphasis. Compromise is its second name.
Judges don't age; time decorates them.
In marriage there are no manners to keep up, and beneath the wildest accusations no real criticism. Each is familiar
with that ancient child in the other who may erupt again. We are not ridiculous to ourselves. We are ageless. That is
the luxury of the wedding ring.
 When a man goes through six years training to be a doctor he will never be the same. He knows too much.
 The pleasure of one's effect on other people still exists in age - what's called making a hit. But the hit is much rarer
and made of different stuff.
If you would like me to feature quotes from your favourite writer, just email me or post me a card, and I'll find some real
gems....
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HINTS AND TIPS - Elements of a Short Story
Short Stories: Item Number Four: Falling Action and Resolution
Following on from our ongoing series on explaining the
elements of a short story, let us now look a bit closer at Falling
Action and Resolution.
Ok, so, the climax has come and gone. We have experienced
the highest point of the story - Bob found Sally and got that
kiss / The detective caught his murderer / Mary won the first
prize in the bake-off. Where do we from here? You can't just
say "and, uhm, that's all folks!".
Falling action and resoluction are the events that take place
after the climax. The main character has carried out his plan,
and thereafter the loose ends get tied up. Wouldn't you
wonder what happened next if the detective caught his
murderer - The End? Of course, you want to know what
happened after - the fruits of his labour. Was the murderer
convicted? Was the falsely accused suspect vindicated? Did the
sub-plots (smaller undercurrents such as the detective's
marriage problems or other small crimes in the story) get
resolved satisfactorily? The reader will be far more satisfied to
know these things, and will be left with a complete story with
no ignored or loose ends.
When your climax has taken place, there are some techniques
recommended by experts on how to begin your wrap up.
Initially, you will want to look at your list of subplots (because of
course you have made a diagramme of your characters and
subplots, to make sure that you leave no one "waiting at the
station" into eternity). Once you have concluded each
individual subplot - the detective's wife returns from her lover's
arms / the jewel thief turns himself in now that the murderer
has been caught, etc.
 Open Resolution - where reader's determine the meaning Example "The Detective drove away home, his gaze fixed
on the horizon."

 Resolved - No doubt about outcome - Example "The
Detective handed the murderer over to the constable,
assured that the fiend would never again see the light of
day".
 Parallel to the beginning - go back to the beginning of your
story and create a parallel with a beginning featurette Example (beginning) "Just as the Detective left his office his
usual "Good Night Constable" left his lips, and all seemed
normal" (resolution/end) "Having handed over the
murderer, the Detective said his usual "Good Night
Constable" and all seemed normal once again".
 Monologue - Let the main character make an end
comment or thought - Example "And I knew I'd never think
about the murderer, or his crime, ever again".
 Dialogue - Characters chit-chat at the end, a bit of banter Example Detective "The streets are safer now" / Constable
"Until the next murder comes our way"
 Literal Image - Something in the setting resolves the plot Example "The newspaper read that day that the murderer
had been caught. The streets were bustling with shoppers
once more".
 Symbolic Image - Some detail in the story is shown as
having a deeper meaning - Example "The murderer's
laughter was no longer in his ears as a new dawn arrived
over the small town once again".
Workshop from Editor with Excerpts from Jerz' Literary Web
Blog
This is the last part of the series Elements of a Short Story.
Thank you to all the readers who have enjoyed this feature, and
who have sent such positive feedback. HINTS AND TIPS will
begin a new series in Umbrella 76 on the Technique of Writing a
Screenplay.

END PIECE
The end piece for this issue has come courtesy of one of our fine members, Moira Grant. I have to admit that I am sucker for any
communication that starts "I was moved to song"! (Isn't everyone?) Brilliant, Moira, thanks!
"I was moved to song by the news that the Hadron collider has been switched on again, and here are the results:
HADRON COLLIDER TOP TEN
1. It doesn't dark matter any more
2. Boom-Bang -a- Big Bang
3. There's a black hole lotta lovin'
4. Love will tear us aparticle
5. Boson Nova Baby
6. Da Hadron Ron Ron
7. See you later accelerator
8. Ion my way (to misery and happiness)
9. Bary on wayward son
10. Don't meson with my man
STOP PRESS - Following more successful collisions, there are two late additions to these quark topping hits:
11. Higgsn't it a lovely day to be caught in the rain
12. It's my particle (and I'll cry if I want to)"

If you enjoy the writers’ umbrella perhaps you know another writer / reader who might enjoy it too?
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